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I was pretty sad when I heard Fuduntu was going end-of-life. It seemed like a very promising distro was being
mothballed just as it seemed to be gaining attention within the Linux community. I reached out to Lee Ward, who
handles communication for Fuduntu, about the future of the distro, and he had some interesting details to reveal,
including the idea that the future distro could be a rolling, curated version of OpenSUSE. It?ll be interesting to see what
the new distro shapes up to be.
My Linux Rig: What are the plans for the post-Fuduntu distro? Any ideas what it?ll be based upon? Will it be rolling?
What will the desktop environment (DE) be?
Lee Ward: Those of us moving on to the new distro have been discussing and evaluating our options. Right now, we
are leaning heavily on going with an openSUSE base. Our devs have been working with openSUSE the last few days to
see how viable it will be and things are going well. While a final decision has not been made, that is how we are all
leaning at the moment. We do plan to continue with the rolling release in the same fashion we did with Fuduntu. That
worked very well and we plan on continuing with that. As for the DE, no decision has been made. We?re looking at all
the options to see what will fit best for our goal.
What we want to do is keep the same ideals that Fuduntu had alive.
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